Simple Google keyword search

Google: syrian refugee crisis

About 23,500,000 results (0.56 seconds)

Quotation marks around a phrase searches for the exact phrase, not each of the words separately

Google: "syrian refugee crisis"

About 799,000 results (0.55 seconds)

Adding [site:gov] to a search returns only government website results

Google: "syrian refugee crisis" site:gov

About 1,270 results (0.46 seconds)
Adding [site:edu] to a search returns only educational website results

Towards solutions to the Syrian refugee crisis | Brookings Institution
https://www.brookings.edu/towards-solutions-to-the-syrian-ref-
Jun 22, 2018 - The deceptions offered new ideas for mitigating the Syrian refugee crisis that can help shape the agendas of the United Nations General ...

5 policy options for the Syrian refugee crisis | Brookings Institution
https://www.brookings.edu/5-policy-options-for-the-syrian-re-
Aug 5, 2016 - The seemingly interminable Syrian civil war has generated millions of refugees, but in the United States and Europe, policy considerations for ...

Three ways higher education can respond to the Syrian refugee crisis ...
https://www.brookings.edu/three-ways-higher-education-can-
May 13, 2016 - Education for Syrian refugees was preoccupying me as well as many of the 900 attendees from 80 countries at the annual “Going Global” ...

The Syrian refugee crisis: Rights and responsibilities | Brookings ...
https://www.brookings.edu/the-syrian-refugee-crisis-rights-an-
Jun 24, 2016 - Robby McKenzie, a visiting fellow in the Project on U.S. Relations with the Islamic World, discusses the current situation with and solutions for ...

Now on Netflix: CMC graduates’ documentary shows human toll of ...
https://www.cmc.edu/now-on-netflix-cmc-graduates-
Jul 21, 2016 - According to the filmmakers, Salam Neighbor is just one component of a three-part project focused on the Syrian refugee crisis, which, along ...

Adding [site:a URL country code] to a search returns only website from that particular website - in this case Turkey

MEPs visit Turkey to assess response to Syrian refugee crisis
https://www.eurocr.opee-europe.com/en/meps-visit-turkey-to-assess-response-to-
May 18, 2016 - MEPs visit Turkey to assess response to Syrian refugee crisis. Turkey plays a crucial role in the refugee crisis, not only as it hosting more than 2.5 million Syrian ...

EU and Refugee crisis - Delegation of the European Union to Turkey
Jun 24, 2016 - The EU, as the leading donor in the Syrian refugee crisis, will continue to support Turkey in facing the impact and manifold consequences of this unprecedented ...

Syrian refugee crisis in Turkey: additional €18 million from the ...
Jun 24, 2016 - Syrian refugee crisis in Turkey: additional €18 million from the Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance (IPA) for EU Regional Trust Fund (EUTF). Syrian refugee ...